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O.P. Jindal

Global  University

Jindal School of International Affairs (JSIA) is India's first global policy school. JSIA has been offering a 3-year 
B.A. (Hons.) Global Affairs programme since 2015. It has been designed as India's first ever interdisciplinary 
undergraduate degree to train students for international careers through basic learning in world affairs.      
JSIA has also been offering a 2-year Master's degree in Diplomacy, Law and Business (M.A. DLB) since 2011,            
a 3-year B.A. (Hons.) Political Science programme since 2020 and a Ph.D. in International Affairs since 2016. 
JJSIA has now opened admissions to the B.A. (Hons.) Global Affairs programme for the academic year 2022-
23 (classes will commence on 2 August 2022).

Jindal  School  of

International  Affairs JSIA

JGU
O.P. Jindal Global University (JGU) is a non-profit global university established by the Government of Haryana 
and recognised by the University Grants Commission (UGC). JGU was established as a philanthropic initiative 
of its Founding Chancellor, Mr. Naveen Jindal in memory of his father, Mr. O.P. Jindal. JGU is one of the few 
universities in Asia that maintains a 1:9 faculty-student ratio and appoints faculty members from India and 
different parts of the world with outstanding academic qualifications and experience. JGU is a research 
intensive university, which is deeply committed to its core institutional values of interdisciplinary and 
innovative pedagogy; pluralism and rigorous scholarship; and globalism and international engagement.JGU 
has established 12 schools: Jindal Global Law School (JGLS); Jindal Global Business School (JGBS); Jindal 
School of International Affairs (JSIA); Jindal School of Government and Public Policy (JSGP); Jindal School of 
Liberal Arts & Humanities (JSLH); Jindal School of Journalism & Communication (JSJC); Jindal School of Art & 
Architecture (JSAA); Jindal School of Banking & Finance (JSBF); Jindal School of Environment & Sustainability 
(JSES); Jindal School of Psychology & Counselling (JSPC); Jindal School of Languages & Literature (JSLL) and 
Jindal School of Public Health and Human Development (JSPH). JGU has been granted "Autonomy" by the 
University Grants Commission and the Ministry of Education, Government of India, for receiving the “A” Grade 
from the National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC). This makes JGU the only private university 
in the state of Haryana and one of the only two private universities in India to be given the status of 
autonomy.JGU has made history by breaking into the QS World University Rankings 2021 Edition. We are also 
the only Indian private university in the top 150 'young' universities in the world (under 50 years of age) in the 
QS Young University Rankings 2021. JGU is the youngest University from India to feature in both these 
rankings. In September 2019, JGU was selected as an 'Institution of Eminence' (IOE) by the Government of 
India, making JGU one of only eight private universities in India to be awarded this status.JGU was ranked in 
the top 750 universities in the world in the QS World University Rankings 2022 Edition, making it India's No. 1 
Private University and India's No. 1 University dedicated to the Social Sciences, Arts and  Humanities.
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Dr. Sreeram Sundar Chaulia

B.A. Hons. (Delhi), B.A. (Oxford), M.Sc. (LSE),
M.A. & Ph.D. (Syracuse)

Professor & Dean, 
Jindal School of International Affairs (JSIA)

Although the need for building a world class school as a game changer 
in international studies education in India has been expressed in many 
quarters, no university has yet walked the talk by creating one. JSIA aims 
to act as a corrective to the sliding standards of teaching and research in 
international studies departments and programmes

By attracting internationally qualified faculty members and pooling 
together minds from a number of inter-related academic disciplines 
under a single School, JSIA is positioning itself as a producer of 
knowledge and shaper of careers in international affairs.

International studies in India require a quantum leap in terms of indepth 
thematic and geographic understanding of world issues. JSIA’s cutting-
edge research and publications agenda and collaborations with 
international academic and policy institutions are meant to generate 
continuous scholarly output on hitherto neglected issue areas that 
comprise the fast transforming fields of diplomacy and foreign policy

JSIA’s main objective is to generate and spread interdisciplinary social 
science knowledge that informs current and future international 
policymaking, via rigorous academic training of qualified graduate 
students. This dovetails with JGU’s overall institutional goal of becoming 
a knowledge storehouse in the social sciences, which have been long 
played second fiddle to the hard sciences in Indian academia.

India’s voice on global issues must be strengthened via concrete policy 
contributions to outstanding world problems. JSIA will be a nucleus of 
this historic agenda.
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The programme aims to equip students with an overview of various 
instruments of a state to pursue its foreign policy in a complex and challenging 
world order at the intersection of a detailed consideration of the constraints 
and limits it faces in the international domain, emanating from the rise/fall of 
globalisation, social and economic rights, and communication technologies 
which are central to media-based public diplomacy. It is the first and only 
unique Bachelor's degree programme in India which combines the study of 
related fields of foreign policy in terms of preservation of a state's sovereignty 
and national interests, decision-making models of national leaders, hard and 
soft power in a fast-changing world order, and the essentials of statecraft– all 
combined into a single seamless Bachelor's degree. 

The Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Diplomacy and Foreign Policy (B.A. D.F.P.) is a 
new three-year degree programme being offered by the Jindal School of 
International Affairs (JSIA) of O.P. Jindal Global University (JGU) from August 
2022. This degree is intended to train high school-leavers with an in-depth, 
thorough and practical understanding of how foreign policy is conceived, 
formulated and implemented, and how the individual or allied foreign policies 
of countries strive to work in harmony based on shared interests, and also deal 
with countries and non-state actors that pose challenges or threats to them. 
Diplomacy is called the engine of international politics and this degree 
programme is a comprehensive learning of all the tracks of diplomacy from 
traditional to modern, from public to cultural diplomacy, and the links 
between diplomacy, defence and national interests.

VISION



Distinctive Features of B.A. D.F.P.
Global curriculum and pedagogy.

Regular faculty board meetings, community building events with students, 
and communication channels for constant academic, administrative, and 
behavioral review and reform.

Training in foreign languages including French, German, Mandarin and Spanish. 

Efficient and effective faculty-student interaction, smaller classes, mentor-
mentee programme, extra tutorial sessions.

Regular public lecture series–seminars, symposiums and workshops 
engaging eminent scholars and practitioners from around the world. 

Extensive politics, social sciences, international affairs, and policy library with 
over 63,000 volumes and extensive electronic databases.

Internationally qualified teaching and research faculty from top universities of 
the world.

Multidisciplinary courses to train students in various areas of foreign 
policymaking.

Experiential learning facilitated via field trips, internships and initiatives in 14 
research centres; analytical thinking and critical reasoning enhanced through 
scenario building exercises, research papers and interactive learning sessions.

Partnerships with the best educational establishments around the world. 
International student and faculty exchange programmes and summer 
schools and the "Globally networked future diplomats development 
programme”.
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WHY B.A. D.F.P.?
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Students will also be introduced to the foreign policies of great, middle and small powers 
in different regions of the world.

This programme gives students a unique opportunity to learn about the fault lines in the 
contemporary world, and how foreign policy and its instrument– diplomacy– helps to 
stabilise or change international orders. 

This programme is ideally suited for aspirants who aim to join the career foreign service 
of their country or who are motivated to work in regional and international 
organisations and private corporations that have operations in multiple countries. 

This programme is aimed at students aspiring to join the diplomatic corps or make 
careers as foreign affairs journalists and editors, lawyers, civil society activists, 
government relations executives in multinational corporations, and many other 
pathways.

Students will get a full understanding of great power relations, geo-politics,
geo-economics, bilateral and multilateral diplomacy, negotiations, armed conflicts and 
diplomatic crisis management. 

This programme ensures that students get a holistic foundation of how to understand 
and apply classroom learnings and shape their careers, they will be introduced to diverse 
ideas and concepts of statehood and nationhood, national interest and diplomacy, the 
interaction between foreign policy formation and processes on one hand, and security, 
war, peace, sustainable development and other non-traditional domains involving 
social, political and economic rights on the other hand.

This unique programme expands study and career options for students whose interests 
lie at the confluence of international relations and world politics.

Students enrolling in this degree are expected to learn thoroughly about various aspects 
of diplomacy, including motives, objectives, methods, treaty-making, negotiating, 
report-writing, diplomatic correspondence, conference practice and procedure.



Goals and Benefits 

By enrolling in this degree, which will be taught by some of the best-known thinkers 
and practitioners of foreign policy and diplomacy, students will get the best possible 
education for achieving their aspirations in a planned and systematic way. The core 
and elective options in the curriculum of the B.A. (Honours) D.F.P. are so enriching in 
content and quality that they will lay the ground for further studies involving 
advanced specialisation at the Master's level in a chosen topic of the student's 
interest, further enhancing the student's employability and career progression. 

Since 2011, JSIA has had a track-record of offering successful and innovative BA, MA 
and PhD degrees. The launch of this unique degree is to further expand the options for 
high school-leavers who dream of changing the world and of becoming leaders of 
their own countries or of international institutions like the United Nations and other 
intergovernmental or nongovernmental organisations. 

Duration: Three years – six semesters long,commencing
its first academic session in August 2022

Total Credits : 150

Principles of Pedagogy & Evaluation- The model of teaching is a mix of theoretical and 
practical approaches. The critical element of this degree programme is that it includes both 
conceptual foundations, covering a wide range of related themes and topics spanning over 
semesters 1, 2 & 3,  as well as practical foundations through interaction with the diplomatic 
corps, regional and international organisations, and media houses accredited and based in 
India in semesters 4 & 5 and thereafter, and finally focussing on case study discussions for 
the rest of the time, coupled with internships in one or more of such diplomatic missions, 
think-tanks, media houses or private corporations. 

Assessment Pattern: All core courses will have 50 percent of the assessment component 
in the form of internal assessment and the remaining 50 percent will be in the form of an 
end-term, closed book, sit-down examination. All elective courses can have internal 
assessment components of up to 60/70 percent and the end-term component may be in the 
form of, but not limited to, end-term examinations/take home examinations/ research essays.

Total Number of Courses to be Taken: 24 core courses over 6 semesters, in addition to 
electives from Semester 4 onwards, and an option to undertake a guided research 
paper/semester abroad pathway from semester 5 onwards. BA (DFP) students will be 
required to mandatorily complete five internships during the entire duration of the course. 
Office of Career Services (OCS) will support students in obtaining internships based on merit.
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Academic Course Structure
Students are expected to complete a total of 150 credits to earn the B.A. (Honours) D.F.P.

Students will read the classic texts on the correlations between foreign policy and diplomacy, focus on 
key concepts and principles of International Law and review the main outlines of global politics, 
treaties/agreements on the conduct of foreign policy and diplomacy and implementation of these 
agreements. Students will rigorously practice expressing themselves both in writing and in speech to 
learn how to effectively communicate their ideas, negotiate and conclude treaties, agreements, write 
reports and memos in the style required by embassies and foreign ministries. 

During the first year of coursework, this programme focuses on introducing students to 
the grassroot foundations in the concepts and issues of foreign policy. The importance of 

understanding why diplomacy evolved at times of peace, war, conflicts and crises is a 
crucial part of curriculum.

year 1
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TOTAL CREDITS   27 TOTAL CREDITS   27

Core

Core

Core

Core
Core

Core
Core

4
4
4
4
4
3
3

Understanding Our World

Foreign Language ( French, German, 
Mandarin and Spanish)

Introduction to Political Science

Introduction to Statistics

International History of the Twentieth Century

Introduction to Microeconomics

Academic Reading and Writing 

Core

Core

Core

Core

Core
Core
Core 4

4

4
4

3
3

4

Critical Thinking and Academic Writing
Foreign Language (continued)

Introduction to Diplomatic Practice 

Foreign Policy Analysis

Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis

Introduction to Macroeconomics

War, Peace and Diplomacy 

All students enrolled in the programme must successfully complete five levels of one foreign language in order to be awarded a B.A (Hons.) in D.F.P. Students may choose 
one from French, German, Mandarin and Spanish and continue learning it semester after year, throughout the three years.

YEAR 1Semester 1 semester 2



YEAR 2Semester 3 semester 4

TOTAL CREDITS   23 TOTAL COURSE CREDITS   28

In the second year, students move toward learning the foundations of diplomatic 
correspondence and report-writing and imbibe skills essential for diplomats and related 

professionals in the context of globalisation. Students will need to identify specific issue-
areas and regions of the world about which they are passionate and slowly move towards becoming a 
specialist on the chosen themes. 

Students will start examining how politics and diplomacy play out in specific regions of the world. They 
will also be moving from the general to the more specific as they enter into new sub-disciplines like 
foreign policy formation, diplomatic practice and the importance of public diplomacy in the context of 
the communications revolution.

year 2

Core

Core

Core
Core

Core
Core

4

4
3
4

4

4

Economic Diplomacy

Foreign Language (continued)
Indian Foreign Policy in a Changing World

International Organisations
Negotiating and Resolving Conflicts

Public Diplomacy and the News Media
Core

Elective

Core

Core
4

4

17
3

Cultural Diplomacy: Cross- Cultural 
Communication 

Foreign Language (continued)
Electives

Foreign Ministries and Bureaucracies
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YEAR 3Semester 5 semester 6 

By the third year, students will be deeply immersed in the intricacies of contemporary 
foreign policy issues and problems. Some of the main themes covered in this year 

include– How and why do multilateral organisations such as the UN operate and what 
kind of reforms do they need? What drives the failure and success of post-conflict governance and state-
building? How do energy and water politics intersect with diplomacy? How should diplomats adapt to 
the three revolutions of industry, information technology and the rise of the social, economic and political 
rights, which pose challenges to diplomats and the conduct of foreign policy. What makes this year of 
study very distinctive is the requirement to write research papers, essays and summaries that prepare 
students for practical skills that enhance employability and career planning. 

year 3

21

21

2
Mandatory Internship Report I (Reporting for semesters 
I & II) of 2 credits

Pathway One: Foreign Language (continued) of 3 credits 
and Electives of 18 credits
Pathway Two: Semester Exchange

21

21

3

21
Pathway One: Electives
Pathway Two: Semester Exchange 
Pathway Three: Electives (12 credits) and IRS 
(9 credits)
Mandatory Internship Report II (Reporting 
for semesters III, IV & V)

TOTAL CREDITS   23 TOTAL CREDITS   24

LIST OF POTENTIAL ELECTIVE COURSES
(Subject to Student Enrolment Numbers) 

Foreign Policies of
Developing Countries and
South-South Cooperation

Domestic Politics
and their Impact on

Foreign Policy

The Role of Leadership
in Foreign Policymaking

Pioneers of
International Diplomacy

The China-US
‘New Cold War’ and

the Indo-Pacific

Transnational Crime
and Drug Trafficking

in the Americas

Climate Change,
Migration and

Human Security

War and Peace in
the Middle East

Geopolitics of
Southeast Asia

Nuclear, Space and
Cyber Security

Intelligence Analysis
and Risk Assessment

National/Homeland
Security-Institutions,

Processes and Planning
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Summary of the B.A. (DFP) Credit Structure

- And they must submit two internship reports of 5 credits in their semester V (2 credits) & VI (3 credits). 

Note:
- B.A. (DFP) students should complete five mandatory industry internships, to be completed in semester I, II, III, IV & V. No credits will be awarded to the internship.

Semester Total Credits

Semester I   

Semester IV

Semester VI

Semester III
Semester II

Semester V

Total Credits for Graduation

23 credits

26 credits

28 credits
23 credits

150 credits

26 credits

24 credits

(Student to choose one of these three pathways)

Students must choose only one pathway of
21 credits to complete semester five

Students must choose only one pathway of 21 credits to complete semester six

(Student to choose one of these two pathways)



JSIA provides students with the opportunity to learn from world renowned faculty from prestigious 
international institutions. JSIA provides the following kinds of study abroad opportunities                      
to  students:

Semester Exchange: The student spends a semester at the partner university, while paying 
tuition at JSIA. JSIA has semester exchange collaborations with some of the top schools in 
international affairs. These include Hebrew University, Israel; University of Basel, Switzerland; 
National Chengchi University, Taiwan; Tsingshua University, China; Deakin University, Australia; 
University of Guelph, Canada and many others. This opportunity is available to both MA and BA 
students.

Dual Degree: The student studies for one year of the MA (DLB) program at JSIA and the other 
year at the partner University. S/he earns a degree from both institutions. Students have the 
option of studying at Queen Mary University of London, U.K.; University of Birmingham, U.K.; 
Geneva School of Diplomacy, Switzerland; and University of Leeds, U.K. to earn a dual Masters' 
degree. We are in the process of creating a similar opportunity for B.A. students.

Short Term Study Abroad Programs: Students can opt for summer schools at the University of 
Oxford, U.K., The Institute de Mines, France, and the Fletcher School at the University of Tufts, USA. 
This opportunity is available to both MA and BA students.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS
INTERNATIONAL STUDY
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RESEARCH CENTRES

Centre for Migration and Mobility Studies

Centre for Northeast Asian Studies

Jindal Centre for Israel Studies

Jindal Centre for the Global South

Centre for Middle East Studies

Centre for African, Latin American and
Caribbean Studies

Centre for Intelligence Research and Analyses

CNSA

CIRA

NKCSEAS

CAS

CBS

CSS

CES

JCIS

JCGS

CMES
CMMS

CALACS

Centre for a New South Asia

Nehginpao KipgenCenter for 
Southeast Asian Studies

Centre for Afghanistan Studies

Centre for Security Studies

Centre for European Studies

Centre for Global Governance and Policy

Centre for Border Studies

JSIA's research is run by 14 faculty-led and student-driven thematic research centres: 

CNASCGGP



B.A. (Hons.) (D.F.P.) students who graduate at the end 
of 3years will have a special opportunity to progress 
directly to JSIA's Masters in Diplomacy, Law and 
Business - M.A. (DLB) programme, subject to high 
meritorious academic performance in the B.A. (Hons.) 
(D.F.P.). Students can also opt for a second M.A. from 
Queen Mary University of London, UK; University of 
Leeds, UK; or University of Warsaw, Poland.

A Career Director assists students in finding suitable 
internships in the United Nations system, other 
intergovernmental, regional and non-governmental 
organisations, financial institutions, think tanks and 
diplomatic missions.
The curriculum of the B.A. (Hons.) (D.F.P.) includes a 
mandatory guided internship requirement that 
prepares students for careers in the multiple 
opportunities afforded by ever-expanding career 
streams l ike Peace and Conflict  Resolution, 
International Justice, International Economic 
Development, Humanitarian Relief, Human Rights 
Advocacy, Political and Economic Risk Analysis etc. 
Graduates of JSIA go on to become versatile 
international affairs professionals.

Progression to M.A. (D.l.b.)

Careers for B.A. (Hons.) (D.F.P.)
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News Media Think Tank/
Research

Consulting/
Corporate

Embassy/
Government

INGO & NGO /
Social Venture

Education &
Training

United Nations/
International Organisations

Amnesty International The Asian Institute of
Diplomacy & International Affairs

Brookings

BBC Monitoring Carnegie India Centre for Land Warfare
Studies

Confederation of Indian
Industry

Embassy of People's Republic
of China

Embassy of Peru

Federation of Indian Chambers
of Commerce & Industry

Greenpeace India Human Rights Watch

Indian Political Action
Committee

Manohar Parrikar Institute
for Defense Studies

Institute of Chinese Studies

Indian Council of
World Affairs 

Max Securities Ministry of External Affairs,
India

Ministry of Human Resource
Development, India

NITI Aayog, INDIA Observer Research
Foundation

Oxfam India Pinkerton: Comprehensive
Risk Management

Republic TV

Research & Information System
For Developing Countries

The Economist The Indian Express

The United Nations
Development Programme

United Religions
Initiative

Wipro

JSIA offers unique opportunities to students by 
providing them full-time internships abroad. For 
example, the Centre for African Latin American 
and Caribbean Studies (CALACS) sent two 
students- Sanjana Medipally, BA (Hons.) GA (2015 
batch) & Aakanksha Lohia BA (Hons.) GA (2016 
batch) – to Brazil in 2017 on a fully funded field 
internship.

International Internships

Sample EMPLOYERS of JSIA STUDENTS/ALUMNI

Major Career destinations
of JSIA Alumni



Faculty PROFILE 
Dr. Sreeram Sundar Chaulia
B.A. Hons. (Delhi), B.A. (Oxford);
M.Sc. (L.S.E. London);
M.A. & Ph.D. (Syracuse)

Professor & Dean
Dr. Abdul Fatah Ammourah
B.A. (Damascus University);
M.A. (University of Bath);
Ph.D. (J.N.U., New Delhi)

Professor &  Vice Dean

Dr. Mohan Kumar

B.B.A. (University of Madurai); M.B.A. (FMS, University of Delhi);
Ph.D. (Sciences Po, Paris)

Professor & Dean of International Affairs and 
Global Initiatives (IAGI)

Mr. Ravi Thapar

B.A. (Panjab University); LL.B. (Panjab University);
LL.M. (UC Berkeley, USA)

Professor of Practice in International Affairs &
Law and Executive Dean

Dr. Jasmeet Kaur

B.Com.; M.A.; M.Phil.; Ph.D. (Central University, Bhopal)

Professor &
Associate Dean (Extra Curricular Activities)

Lt. Gen. (Dr.) Rajesh Kochhar

M.Sc. (Defence Studies); M.Phil. (Indore University);
Ph.D. (Meerut University)

Senior Director, JILDEE & Director, Office of Statutory Approvals
and Regulatory Compliances and Professor of Practice

Dr. Khinvraj Jangid

B.A. (Jainarayan Vyas University, Jodhpur);
M.A.; M.Phil.; Ph.D. (J.N.U., New Delhi);
Post-Doctoral (Tel Aviv University, Israel)

Associate Professor 
Ms. Karin Costa Vazquez

B.Sc., B.A. (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro);
M.Sc. (University of Brasília); MIA (Columbia University)

Associate Professor & Assistant Dean
(Global Engagement and Student Experience)

Dr. Deep K. Datta Ray

B.A. (Hons.) (SOAS University of London);
M.A. (King’s College, London);
D.Phil. (University of Sussex)

Professor
Dr. Pankaj Jha

B.A. (Hons.) (University of Delhi)
M.A.; M.Phil.; Ph.D. (J.N.U., New Delhi);

Professor & Associate Dean (Research) and
Director of Centre for Security Studies

Dr. Samrat Sinha

M.A. (J.N.U., New Delhi)
M.A.; Ph.D. (Delaware University, USA)

Professor and Executive Director,
Centre for Border Studies

Dr. Ambreen Agha

B.A. (Lucknow University);
M.A.; M.Phil.; Ph.D. (J.N.U., New Delhi)

Associate Professor & Assistant Dean
(Academic Affairs- UG Programmes)

Dr. Raghav Sharma

B.A. (Hons.); M.A. (University of Delhi);
M.A. (Central European University); Ph.D. (University of Erfurt)

Associate Professor and Director,
Centre for Afghanistan Studies (CAS)

Dr. Raffaela Puggioni
Laurea  [B.Sc. and MA equiv.] (University of Sassari, Italy);
M.A.; Ph.D. (University of Kent);
PGCHE (University of Nottingham)

Associate Professor

Dr. Devyani Gupta

BA; MA; M. Phil.  (Delhi University);
Ph. D. (University of Cambridge)

Associate Professor
Dr. Hebatallah Adam

B.Com. (Poitiers University, France); B.Com., M.Sc. (Ain Shams
University, Egypt); M.Sc. (Sorbonne University, France);
Ph.D. (Ain Shams University, Egypt)

Associate Professor &
Assistant Dean (Academic Affairs- PG Programmes)

Dr. Christine A. D. Moliner

M.A. in Political Science (Sciences Po Paris);
M.Phil. in Social Anthropology (EHESS, Paris);
Ph.D. in Social Anthropology (EHESS, Paris)

Associate Professor
Dr. Ankita Pandey

B.A. (University of Delhi.);
M.A.; M.Phil (J.N.U., New Delhi);
D.Phil. (University of Oxford)

Associate Professor
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Mr. Mohsin Raza Khan

B.A. (University of Delhi); M.A. (Johns Hopkins University);
M.A. (University of Hull)

Associate Professor & Assistant Dean
(Student Initiatives – Masters Programme)

Dr. Mustafa Izzuddin

Nehginpao Kipgen Centre for Southeast Asian Studies (NKCSEAS)
B.Soc.Sci. (National University of Singapore);
M.Sc., Ph.D. (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Associate Professor, (JSIA) and Executive Director
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Dr. Sugandha Nagpal
B.A.; M.A. (York University, Canada);
M.A. (Central European University, Hungary);
Ph.D. (University of East Anglia, UK)

Assistant Professor
Dr. Sweta Sen

B.A. (Presidency College, Calcutta);
M.A. (University of Calcutta); Ph.D. (Kent State University)

Assistant Professor & Assistant Dean
(International Collaborations- UG Programmes)  

Ms. Aleksandra Mineeva

M.Sc. (London School of Economics);
Ph.D. candidate (City University of Hong Kong)

Assistant Professor of Practice
Dr. Sriparna Pathak

B.A. (Delhi University)
M.A.; M.Phil.; Ph.D. (J.N.U., New Delhi)

Associate Professor

Mr. Haseeb Mohammed

B.A. (University of the West Indies);
M.Sc. (University of West Indies);
LL.M. (University of Nottingham)

Assistant Professor of Diplomatic Practice
Ms. Devika Misra

B.A. (University of Delhi);
M.A.; M.Phil ; Ph.D. Candidate (J.N.U., New Delhi)

Assistant Professor of Practice

Dr. Kim Emmanuel

B.Sc.; M.Sc.  (The University of the West Indies)
PG Dip. (Oxford University);
Ph.D. (Warwick University)

Assistant Professor
Dr. Kena Wani

B.A. (Maharaja Sayaji Rao University of Baroda);
M.A. (Savitribai Phule Pune University);
M. Phil. (Jadavpur University, Calcutta); Ph.D. (Duke University, USA)

Assistant Professor

Dr. Soham Das

B.A.; PGDM; MA (Jadavpur University);
M.A.; Ph.D. (The University of Texas – Dallas)

Assistant Professor
Dr. Silvia Bottega

BA; MA (University of Perugia);
Ph.D. (University of Turin)

Assistant Professor

Dr. Oleksandr Svitych

B.A., M.A. (V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National University);
M.A. (Central European University);
Ph.D. (National University of Singapore)

Assistant Professor
Dr. Manoj Kumar Panigrahi

B.A. (Dayanidhi Maharaja Degree Science College, Odisha);
M.A. (O.P. Jindal Global University);
Ph.D. (National Chengchi University, Taiwan)

Assistant Professor

Dr. Rohith Jyothish

B.A. (University of Kerala);
M.A. (Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics);
Ph.D. (J.N.U., New Delhi)

Assistant Professor
Ms. Savini Mehta

B.A. (University of Delhi);
M.A. (The University of St. Andrews, United Kingdom)

Assistant Lecturer

Dr. Priyanka Chandra

B.A. (University of Delhi)
M.A., M.Phil., Ph.D. (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)

Assistant Professor
Ms. Renu Elizabeth Abraham

B.A. (University of Madras);
M.A.; M.Phil. (English and Foreign Languages University);
Ph.D. candidate (University of Porto)

Assistant Professor

Dr. Shishir Upadhyaya
M.A. (Cochin University of Science & Technology, Kerala);
M.A. (Madras University);
Ph.D. (University of Wollongong, Australia)

Associate Professor & Associate Dean (Careers) 
Dr. Sebastian Antonino Cutrona

B.A. (Universidad Nacional de La Rioja, Argentina); 
M.A. (Universidad Nacional de Córdoba); Ph.D. (University of Miami)

Associate Professor & Assistant Dean
(International Collaborations- PG Programmes)  

Dr. Rajeev Kadambi
B.A. B.L. (NALSAR, Hyderabad);
LL.M. (Boston University);
M.A.;  Ph.D. (Brown University)

Associate Professor
Dr. Rajdeep Pakanati

M.A.; M.Phil. (J.N.U., New Delhi);
Ph.D. (University of Delaware)

Associate Professor and  Assistant Director,
Centre for Global Governance and Policy



Mr. Tridivesh Singh Maini
B.A. (Hons.) (University of Sheffield);
Master’s in International Development (American University);
Ph.D. candidate (Coventry University)

Assistant Professor (Diplomatic Practice)
Dr. Tatiana Belousova

M.A. (St. Petersburg State University);
Ph.D. (University of Kerala)

Assistant Professor

Ms. Bilquees Daud

B.A. (American University of Afghanistan);
M.P.P. (Erfurt University, Germany)

Lecturer
Ms. Harnit Kang

B.A. (Agnes Scott College, Georgia); 
M.Sc. (Nanyang Technological University, Singapore); 
M.B.A. (Hult International Business School, San Francisco)

Lecturer

Ms. Aakanksha Nehra

B.A. (University of Delhi); 
M.A. (King's College London)

Academic Tutor & TRIP Fellow
Mr. Abhinav Padmanabhan

B.A. LL.B. (Osmania University, Hyderbad);
M.A.- Diplomacy, Law, and Business
(O.P. Jindal Global University)

Academic Tutor & TRIP Fellow

Mr. J. Mohanasakthivel 

B.A. LL.B. (KLE Soceity's Law College, Bangalore);
M.A.-Diplomacy, Law and Business
(O.P.Jindal Global University)

Academic Tutor & TRIP Fellow
Ms. Mansi Singh

B.A. (Institute for Excellence in Higher Education, Bhopal);
M.A.-Diplomacy, Law and Business
(O.P. Jindal Global University)

Academic Tutor & TRIP Fellow

Ms. Megha Gupta

B.A. (Loreto College);
M.A.-Diplomacy, Law and Business
(O.P. Jindal Global University)

Academic Tutor & TRIP Fellow
Mr. Neelesh Kumar

B.A. LL.B. (Amity University, Delhi);
M.A.-Public Policy (O.P. Jindal Global University)

Academic Tutor & TRIP Fellow

Ms. Sneha Khatri

B.A. (Hons.) (University of Delhi);
M.A.-International Relations (O.P. Jindal Global University)

Academic Tutor & TRIP Fellow
Mr. Suraj Rajan K

B.A. (Central University of Kerala, Trivandrum);
M.A.-Diplomacy, Law and Business
(O.P. Jindal Global University)

Academic Tutor & TRIP Fellow

Mr. Varunesh Singh

B.Tech. (SRM University);
M.A.-Diplomacy, Law and Business
(O.P. Jindal Global University)

Academic Tutor & TRIP Fellow
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Chair of the Department of Asian & Asian- 
American Studies, Stony Brook University; Former 
Indian Ambassador to Botswana, South Africa and 
Denmark.

Professor of Political Science and African American 
Studies, Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public 
Affairs, Syracuse University.

Professor of International Affairs, Woodrow Wilson 
School of Public and International Affairs, 
Princeton University; Former Editor, International 
Organization; Former President, International 
Studies Association and the American Political 
Science Association

Professor and Chair of Russian and East European 
Studies at University of Pennsylvania; Associate of 
the Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies 
at Harvard University; Senior Fellow, Foreign 
Policy Research Institute, USA.

Professor of Political Economy and International 
Management; Professor of  International Program 
Chinese Economy and Business at Sloan School of 
Management,  Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology; Special Term Professor, School of 
Management, Fudan University; Honorary 
Professor, Hunan University; Former Faculty, 
University of Michigan and Harvard University.

Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, The Globalist and 
President, The Globalist Research Centre; Creator 
of The Globalist Quiz; North American Advisor to 
the German Economics Ministry and Vice 
Chancellor.

Andrea Mitchell University Professor, University of 
Pennsylvania ;  C larence Di l lon Professor  of 
International Affairs at Harvard University.

Emeritus Professor; Director of the Centre for Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation and Disarmament (CNND), Crawford 
School, The Australian National University (ANU); Co-
Convenor, Asia-Pacific Leadership Network for Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation and Disarmament (APLN); Former 
Vice Rector and Senior Vice Rector, The United Nations 
University and Assistant Secretary-General of the 
United Nations.

Director, The Institute of South Asian Studies, National 
University of Singapore; Former Director of Carnegie 
India; Distinguished Fellow, The Observer Research 
Foundation, New Delhi; Senior Fellow, Centre for Policy 
Research, New Delhi; Professor, S. Rajaratnam School 
of International Studies, Nanyang Technological 
University, Singapore.

Bert G. Kerstetter '66 Professor of Politics and 
International Affairs, Princeton University; President 
and CEO of New America; Former Director, Policy 
Planning for the United States Department of State.

Professor, Department of International History: 
Deputy Head of Department and Director of Teaching 
Programme London School of Economics and Political 
Science.

JSIA has constituted a board of eminent policymakers and academicians to endorse and advise the 
School's admissions, faculty hiring, curriculum development, student career advancement, and 
international outreach efforts. The Board currently includes the following distinguished personalities:

Harsh Bhasin N. Piers Ludlow

Horace Campbell Beth A. Simmons

Robert O. Keohane Ramesh Thakur 

Mitchell A. Orenstein C. Raja Mohan

Yasheng Huang 

Stephan Richter

Anne-Marie Slaughter

Board of International Advisors

JSIA hosts India's first Taiwan Education Centre, which was 
established by National Tsing Hua University of Taiwan with the 
backing of the Ministry of Education of the Republic of China 
(Taiwan). The Centre is directed by Taiwanese specialists in 
Mandarin Chinese language and imparts beginners, intermediate 
and advanced-level Mandarin lessons to students from JGU.

TAIWAN  Education   Centre
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The adrenaline rush at the sight of a podium, the sheer love for arguing, 
the camaraderie within a team, the passion to learn and win, and the 
innumerable stories embedded in our memories with every passing 
debate, is what the Jindal Debate Society promises to offer year after 
year. With a greater level of spontaneity in speeches and emphasis on 
matter and the skill of fleshing out arguments over matter, the Jindal 
DebSoc provides a platform to find safe place on campus.

DEBATE SOCIETY

Human rights are the fundamental rights one has for survival and 
dignity. The Human Rights Society, over the years worked primarily 
through grassroots activism and spreading awareness about the 
systemic oppression faced by millions of people around the world. We 
have actively worked in areas of child labor and workers’ rights.
We brought Renegades – a rock concert with a cause, Monkey Speak – 
a free speech magazine facilitated by students, Bal Adhikar Sabha – a 
round table conference on child rights, juvenile justice, Right to 
Education and advocacy for the rights of children with disabilities, 
research work on Right to Education and much more.

HUMAN RIGHTS SOCIETY

The Social Service Society, conceived in 2009, has come a long way 
since its inception. We have grown from having one program teaching 
children of construction workers – to running numerous activities 
simultaneously, both on and off campus, open to all of the JGU 
students and faculty community. We are an open society that is 
committed to ensuring that as many people as possible can benefit 
from our privilege. Our initiatives include teaching children at the 
Balgram orphanage, the children of the Sodexo staff, and the children 
at the Rohat primary and secondary school. We also help the members 
of the Tulip labor colonies with their problems, and the members of the 
Rohat village with issues relating to governance.

SOCIAL SERVICE SOCIETY

JSIA has established a unique academic initiative – Diplomania, which 
is the first International Relations Society of O.P. Jindal Global 
University. It focuses on opportunities and challenges in contemporary 
International Relations. Since its establishment in the year 2018, 
Diplomania has organised two successful International Youth 
Conclaves. 

DIPLOMANIA SOCIETY

JGU MUN
A Model United Nations conference is a simulation of the proceedings 
that take place at the headquarters of the United Nations in New York, 
USA. It is an internationally recognized activity, and regarded as a form 
of enriching JSIA students with experiences in public speaking and 
diplomacy. We seek to bring together participants to debate on 
pressing international issues, express views and intriguing ideas to 
tackle global conflicts and forge friendships along  the way.
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The Environment Society aims at making JGU, a green campus. We wish to initiate 
sustainable alternatives on campus to achieve our goal. In addition to that, we will be 
working towards creating a sense of awareness with respect to human impact on the 
environment and thereby change the attitude of students towards sustainability.

THE ENVIRONMENT SOCIETY

The Academic Writing Society (AWS) is established with the intention of promote 
quality academic writing amongst the students of JGU and to promote reform in 
the style of writing with a view to deliver publishable articles. The aim of AWS is to 
serve as a bridge between the ideas of the students and channel them by 
providing assistance in both style and substance. AWS will have specific days in a 
month when guided response will be handed to students registered with the AWS. 
The primary objective of AWS is to promote dialogue among key issues and cater 
to the ideas of students with a view to deliver publishable material.

ACADEMIC WRITING SOCIETY

The JGU Sports Society strives to inculcate a strong sporting spirit on campus. It 
works to promote the sporting culture and promote participation in various 
sports festivals throughout the country. The main objective of the society is 
facilitating sportspersons on campus to achieve their full potential and to 
provide a recreational outlet for all students that lays outside a classroom.

JGU SPORTS SOCIETY

The JGU Theatre Society strives to make a change. The society combines the creative 
ideas and abilities of all its members to achieve maximum efficiency. Theatre is one of 
the higher cultural activities that marks us as imaginative and creative.

JGU THEATRE SOCIETY

Welcome to The Jindal Photography and Visual Arts Society. With a new year, 
a new vision and the same drive and enthusiasm to promote participation and 
enjoyment of photography in a good humored, relaxed and supportive 
environment, JPVAS welcomes students of all ages and aptitude, with the 
society’s current members including photographers from across a vast 
spectrum of ability, from amateurs to professionals. With an aim to help one 
another, learn more about photography by meeting and discussing the art 
with like-minded individuals, developing practical photographic skills and 
techniques, discussing composition and others through practical sessions and 
critique sessions the society believes in taking advantage of photographic 
opportunities as they arise and making a lesson out of them. 

APERTURE, JINDAL PHOTOGRAPHY & VISUAL ARTS SOCIETY

The JGU Book Club is a two-year-old initiative. It has evolved under the mentorship of 
Professor Nisha Nair. It is an exclusive society for avid readers. It provides a platform 
for all intellectual minds to come together in evenings of pure imagination. If reading 
is one’s passion, then one can mingle among its kind. As a society that aims at 
reviving the exquisite and dying culture of reading in JGU also received the prize for 
The Most Promising New Student Initiative award at University Day’16.

JGU BOOK CLUB
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 JSIA PODCAST on Apple Podcasts and also on https://linktr.ee/jsia_podcast. 

The JSIA Bulletin is a student-led initiative by the students of Jindal School of 
International Affairs to foster free thought and speech. Freedom of expression is 
a crucial part of higher education and experience. Exchanging ideas, critical 
thinking, and engaging with different opinions allows one to grow intellectually. 
The JSIA Bulletin, believes in providing students with a safe space to exchange 
their views on various overriding subjects in the form of articles, interviews, art, 
and so on. To know more click here: www.thejsiabulletin.com
JSIA Podcast is also a student- driven initiative to explore the world of global 
affairs and provide insights into the experiences of students, facilities, and 
scholars of the field to help in getting exposure for the interested community. 
Some of the episodes can be heard on:

JSIA BLOG



Amenities  and  facilities

available  on  campus

Washex hospitality solutions.

State of the art sports facility including badminton, 
tennis, basketball courts, cricket ground, football, 
volleyball,  swimming pool, indoor games, 
gymnasium, yoga & aerobics.

Fully functional branch of ICICI bank with ATMs 
(ICICI bank and others) on several locations.

24x7 health center with medical officer.
Center for wellness and counselling.

24x7 Security – over 1080 CCTV cameras.

Multi-cuisine dining facility.

Post office extension/courier office.

University hall of residence for students consists of 
several blocks of buildings designed by a French 
architect. University has:

A world class food court - Biswamil Bistro reflects the 
global aspirations and local traditions of JGU. Outlets at 
this food court provide multi-cuisine options through 
brands such as Dominos, Subway, Keventers, Punjab 
Grill, Bercos, 34 Chowringee Lane, Breakfast Round the 
Clock, Moti Mahal, etc.

OTHER FACILITIES
Café Coffee Day Tuck Shop
Juice & More Tuck Shop 
Amul Ice Cream Parlor 
Chai Tapri 
Convenience Store 

Looks Tailoring House 
Natio Beauty Parlour 
Just Look Men's Salon 
Nestle Tuck Shop 
Wellness Pharmacy 

FOOD COURT
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Programme
Course Duration

B.A. (Hons.) Diplomacy & Foreign Policy

3 Years

Minimum Eligibility 10+2 or equivalent with a minimum of 60% marks (CBSE, ISC,
State Boards, IB, Cambridge, and other Government Recognized  Boards) 

Admission Criteria

Applicants are selected through a holistic admissions process conducted
over three rounds based on a personal statement, supplemental
application, X and XII Grade Marks, Telephonic /Online Interview, and
JSAT Score of 55% or equivalent (SAT, ACT, LSAT-India).

Accepted Standardized
Tests or Competitive
Examinations

JSAT / SAT / ACT

JSAT Weightages
English Verbal – 50%
Logical Reasoning – 40%
Quantitative Skills – 10%

Application Fee 3,000/- 

Programme Fee Residential  Fee3,00,000/- per annum* 2,76,000/- per annum*

Refundable  Security Deposit Rs. 50,000/-**

O.P. Jindal Outstanding Merit Scholarships
The highest overall scorer who enrolls in the B.A. (Hons.) 
(D.F.P.) programme will be awarded the O.P. Jindal 
Outstanding Merit Scholarship of variable amount.

Shallu Jindal Outstanding Women
Scholarships 
The aim of the scholarship, which is of variable amount, 
is to nurture, encourage and support outstanding 
women to enter the field of international studies.

SCHOLARSHIPS

*The programme fee and residential fee are subject to an annual increase of upto 10%. 
**Fully refundable Security deposit of Rs. 50,000 shall be collected at the time of
  admission as per university rules. 

Scan the QR code to visit admission page

Applicants must take the JSAT conducted by Pearson VUE at 
various centres and obtain the requisite score. Candidates having 
valid scores in SAT/ACT are exempted from giving a JSAT score.

https://admissions.jgu.edu.in

Savitri Jindal Merit-cum-Means Fellowships
This fellowship is for outstanding students who may 
not otherwise be able to afford the full fees of the
B.A. (Hons.) (D.F.P.)

Naveen Jindal Young Global Scholarships
The aim of the scholarship, which is of variable 
amount, is to nurture, encourage and support young 
global leaders. It will be awarded on the basis of an 
independent selection process, which includes an 
assessment of the candidate’s grades in his/her 10+2 
level of schooling or its equivalent, extracurricular 
achievements etc.

Students from SC/ST/OBC categories as well as differently abled students are
especially encouraged to apply for admissions and scholarships at JGU.

aDMISSION rEQUIREMENTS & fEE sTRUCTURE

Admission Procedure

JGU has established tie-ups with AVANSE (ICICI), Dena Bank, Axis Bank and Credila (HDFC) to facilitate 
educational loans for students who are admitted to the B.A. (Hons.) (D.F.P.) programme.

Education Loan

*All the scholarships provided at JGU are merit cum means based scholarships
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JGU -An Initiative of Jindal Steel & Power Foundation

Sonipat -131001, (NCR of Delhi)

51
Programmes

35 Undergraduate Programmes
15 Postgraduate Programmes

Doctoral Programme12 SCHOOLS

3000+
Publications

55+
Interdisciplinary

research centres

RESEARCH

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS

JGU @ A GLANCE

ACCREDITATION & RANKINGS

3 Research & capacity building institutes

Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) 2021 Edition

®By

PRIVATE
UNIVERSITY

IN INDIA

SUBJECT RANKINGS | 2021

®ByAccredited “A” Grade by
National Assessment and

Accreditation Council

Ranked 2nd
Swachh Campus Ranking 2019

Government of India

Granted
Autonomy by

University Grants Commission

LAW SCHOOL
IN INDIA

5500+
Alumni Network

World-Wide
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Faculty-Student Ratio
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Students
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Students

on scholarships

81% 19%
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Countries
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300+
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International Universities &
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Countries
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200+
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Ms. NISHI MISHRA
Admissions & Outreach
     +91 839 6907 376
     nmishra@jgu.edu.in

Ms. Chetna
Admissions & Outreach
     +91 893 0110 960
      chetna@jgu.edu.in
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